
 

*A Day In The Life* 

Guiding Questions: 
What was life like for young folks in the past? How did they prepare their food and what did they eat? How did they play? Did they do the same 

kinds of chores or attend the same types of school as youth do today?  
 

This suite of activities lets students get ‘hands-on’ as they explore the answers to these (and other) questions while simultaneously gaining a 

personal perspective on what “a day in the life” of youth their age would be like in the 17
th
 or 18

th
 centuries. Not only will they learn what chores 

the servants (many people of color) who worked at the House undertook, students can additionally learn how foodstuffs made their way to 

Roxbury—and Governor Shirley’s table. In addition, participants can experiment with the colonial technologies that transformed raw merchandise 

into durable goods; get an opportunity to “barter” with a local tradesman; attend school; or enjoy leisure time activities.   

{NOTE:  Participants partner with Docents who wear period clothing for most of these Components.}  
 

Learning Objectives:   Activities ensure participants gain an understanding about the ways youth worked, played,              

and received an education, as well as insight into what daily life was like. 
 

Components:           (see Component Descriptors for Grade-Level Content Adaptations) 
“Mmm-Mmm Goode”            Grades 2+ Including College ~ at the Carriage House Learning Ctr. 
 

Governor Shirley built the House as a summer retreat in 1747. That did not mean, however, that he enjoyed a work-

free weekend at the estate!  During the Georgian period, it was common to mix business with pleasure; Shirley and 

his wife, Frances, would have entertained leading members of the Legislature as well as business partners at the 

estate. The most influential guests—and their wives—might spend the night. Thus, both formal and informal dining 

was an important part of the social “niceties” of the day. Students will help prepare light fare, assisting with: 
 

   * Churning butter  *  Grinding Cinnamon Sticks  *  “Nipping” Sugar Cones  *  Making Lemonade 
 

Essential Questions: what technologies did servants have available to them? How did sugar and cinnamon make 

their way into colonial kitchens? Who did the cooking and food prep (leading to a conversation about gender roles)? 

How did kitchens (and kitchen chores) differ in the 18
th
 century? What “tools” did servants use to ‘get-the-job-done’? How much time was needed 

to make essentials like butter? Does the work in Governor Shirley’s kitchen take more time or differ from what happens in a 21
st
 kitchen?  

{TREAT: Bread & Butter w/ sugar & cinnamon sprinkles.}         {“Mmm-Mmm Goode” serves as the CORE component; other components compliment it.} 
 

Standards & Framework Connections: 
1 Pre-K-ECON/Standard LSI, series K.9-K10.E: Describe words relating to work and money, and discuss how work and money relate 

2 K-GEOMETRY/Standard K.G A.1: Describe objects in the environment using names of shapes; KG.B 4: Analyze and compare 2-& 3- dimensional shapes 
3 Gr.1-HIST/Standard IV: 9E-11E:  Discuss products people buy/use, services they perform, & choices they make about buying goods & services 

4 Gr. 2-Frameworks: Economics E8: Differentiate between producers & consumers &/or give examples of goods & services bought/used in the community 

5 Gr. 2-Frameworks: History/Geography H/G 2: Correctly use terms related to time 

6 Gr. 3-4 MATH/Standard 4: Numbers: 4.N.3: Demonstrate an understanding of fractions; 4.N.17: Calculate 3-digit computations   

7 Gr. 6-8- ENGINEERING Standards/ETS.2, ETS 2.5: Relationship of tools to manufacturing; PHYS Standard: MS.PS3-4: Kinetic energy transfer 

8 Gr. 9-12-WORLD HIST Standard WHI.33-35: Explain the relationships created between the Enlightenment & scientific/philosophical reasoning 

9 Gr. Pre-K-12-ARTS /Standard 2: Dance/ Choreography: Students will create movement & compositions based on choreographic principles & forms 
10 21

st
 Critical Thinking & Problem Solving:  Understanding interconnections among systems; enhance critical thinking skills 

(Fees:  Please refer to the Fees link) 



Attending School        Grades 2 – 12 ~ at the Carriage House or in the Main House 
      

The nation’s first educational law was passed in Mass Bay Colony in 1647; in passing it, the Puritans mandated schooling through the elementary 

level in every town of fifty (50) or more people. Education was—to the Puritans—the best way to ensure not only that everyone could read his/her 

Bible, but also that men would be informed citizens, able to take part in and vote at Town Meetings. New England was unique among the early 

colonies, as both boys and girls would have been taught to read, write, and cipher, although well-to-do families would employ a tutor for or send 

their sons to England for their education. Beyond the elementary level, however, both the type and availability of educational opportunities for 

youth in Boston prior to the Revolution depended largely upon social class and followed a very “Continental” format. 
 

The Shirley Sisters (Frances, Elizabeth, Judith, Harriet, & Maria Catherine) would not only have been schooled in the social mores of the time, 

they would also have studied the great philosophers of the Georgian Era. Women of this upper, very English class were expected to be assets to 

their husbands’ careers and to oversee households that included servants and—often in this period—slaves. They needed to be both ‘socially’ and 

‘business savvy’; their contacts (social and familial) could influence a husband’s business and political careers. Indeed, it was Mrs. Frances Shirley 

who used her family’s wealth and position in England, as well as her own political acumen, to get Shirley appointed Royal Governor!        
 

Other, less well-to-do families paid for school with cash, barter or commodities such as firewood or farm/garden goods. School started early, by 

7:00 a.m., and continued until evening, with a two-hour break at midday. Students attended five days a week (although Thursdays were typically a 

half-day) for forty-four weeks of the year. But students had to be mindful of their behavior: punishment could include being hit with a cane!   
 

Dame School       Grades Pre-K – 3  
Dame Schools were attended by children between the ages of six and eight, and were run by educated women in their own homes. These schools 

afforded widows or young women with small children of their own a way to earn an income—as long as the women had an unimpeachable 

reputation within town!  Dame Schools have been compared to modern pre-schools or kindergarten, as they provided the basics in social 

instruction and assisted young scholars in preparing for the upper levels.  
 

In this component, students will use chalk and slates as they ‘learn’ about &/or try their hand at:  
{Select one-three of the activities listed} 
 

 * depicting shapes (the precursor to writing) [only the younger children, of course!] * doing age/grade-level arithmetic *  

   * reviewing a Moral Maxim * learning-and singing-an 18
th
 c tune * reciting a tongue twister * 

 * undertaking an “Alphabet Challenge” * untangling Mother Goose Hieroglyphics *  
 

Learning Objectives:  Describe differences in the school experience, especially as regards gender. Is the curriculum the same? How are the ways 

students learned the same/different? Have children had experiences that could be called “Dame Schools”? How is chalk-board notation different 

from pen & pencil? Why didn’t students in the 18
th
 and 19

th
 centuries have paper? What were some ways recycling was important & why? 

 

Standards & Framework Connections: 
1 Pre-K-ELA/Foundational Reading Skills: Print Concepts 1 & 2a: Demonstrate understanding of the alphabet; Recognize and produce rhyming words 

2 Pre-K-ELA/Foundational Reading Skills: Print Concepts 2a: With support, recognize and produce rhyming words 

3 K-ELA/Literature Reading Standards: Knowledge & Ideas 7: Describe the relationship between illustrations and the story in which they appear 

4 K-EARTH SCI/Human Activity Framework: K.ESS3.3: Discuss natural resource use & recycling 

5 Gr.1-HIST/ Civics Standard 1.7: Discuss going to school long ago; talk about family life past & present   

6 Gr 2-HIST/Econ Standard 8: Give examples of people in the community who are both producers and consumers 

7 Gr.3-READING & LIT: Standard 10: Read & comprehend poetry (untangle Mother Goose Hieroglyphics & Moral Maxims & recite a tongue twister) 

8 Pre-K-12-ARTS/Singing Standard 1: Students will sing, alone and with others, a varied repertoire of music 

(Fees:  Please refer to the Fees link) 



Rural & Village Schools /Elementary Schools      Grades 4 – 6    
Like Dame Schools, Elementary Schools were supported by a community’s taxes, but they were attended by the sons of merchants, ministers, 

doctors and lawyers. The focus was on religion, spelling, reading, and—when possible—writing. Learning was by rote memorization, with young 

men doing their ‘lessons’ orally. Few students had books; materials to reinforce learning were in short supply. Youth at this level (i.e., Elementary) 

would study the parts of speech and grammar; sentence structure; and—by the age of eight—would begin studying Latin and basic math. One 

aspect of school, however, will be familiar to most students: Friday was a TEST day!   
 

{Less affluent students went into Apprenticeships from this level; see “Apprenticeships & Indentures,” below, for a Component/Activity.} 
 

In this component, students have the opportunity to ‘learn’ about &/or try their hand at: 
{Select one-three of the activities listed} 
  

   * carding wool * sewing notions & ‘husbands’ * reciting a tongue twister * undertaking an “Alphabet Challenge”* 

 * taking map challenge No. 1 * trading goods * solving word puzzles * doing perspective drawings * 

  * making fans (girls)/yarn stars (boys) * saying/spelling word challenges * 

      * reading the Country Maid story for discussion * 

    * investigating Webster’s Dictionary * 
 

“Yankee Doodle Dandy” was a well-known song in the 18
th

 century, as it was a song sung by the Liberty Boys. [It has a unique history as 

well …..].  Interestingly—and as you Educators may well know—the tune is also used to learn about prepositions.  SO:: a verse (or 2) may 

be included with either the Middle School groups or the High Schoolers … who also get to go ‘behind-the-lyrics’ for a look at how the 

British viewed those upstart colonists who wanted independence.  (Hint: it wasn’t pretty …) 
 

Essential Questions:  what was the most surprising aspect of school in the 18
th
/19

th
 centuries? What did you learn about 

gender roles, and about the skills students during these periods learned versus what you learn in school in the 21
st
 century?  

What can you relay about trade; who—and what—was involved? How did goods get from one place to another? What was 

the early Industrial Period like …what new skills would youth need to know to participate in industrial work? What place did 

home-based industries have within the larger economy? How would have felt if you had to leave school to learn a trade … 

what would have felt leaving home to reside with a “Master” for seven years? 
 

Standards & Framework Connections: 
1 PreK thru 4-ARTS/Standard 9: Technologies & the Arts 9.1:  Use artifacts to ask questions such as “How does it work?” /“Of what is it made?” 

2 Gr. 4-Benchmark/Plymouth: Science & Technology: Explain the difference between simple & complex machines 

3 Gr. 4-Benchmark/Plymouth: Analyze & interpret information to understand a historical perspective and the influence of geography; explain economic concepts  

4 Gr. 4-ARTS/Standard 1: Singing 1.5: Sing in groups, blending vocal timbres, matching dynamic levels, and responding to the cues of a conductor 

5 Gr. 5-HIST Standard 5.12: Explain what drove the establishment of slavery in the Colonies; 5/13: List some reasons for the creation of educational institutions 

6 Gr. 5-HIST/Standard 5: History/Geography H/G/E 5.33 Growth of the Republic H: Discus the importance of the China trade & give some examples of imports  

   from the China trade 

7 Gr. 5-Benchmark/Plymouth: Economics: Explain the importance of maritime commerce to the economy of colonial Massachusetts; define profit, supply           

   & demand   

8 Gr. 6-ELA/Standard 5: Vocabulary: Demonstrate understanding of figurative language, word relationships, and nuances in word meanings 

9 Gr. 6-HIST /World Geography Standard: History & Geography 1: Use maps & globe skills to interpret population maps 

10 Gr. 6-ECON/Standard 5: Economic Growth 5.10: H/E:  Describe how sources of labor shaped the economy of Massachusetts; visit a historical house   

11 Pre-K thru 12-ELA/Guiding Principle 10: Social and emotional learning can increase academic achievement; students should practice recognizing aspects of  

     themselves in texts 

(Fees:  Please refer to the Fees link) 



Grammar Schools/High Schools:       Grades 7+      

Reserved for the wealthy, Grammar Schools prepared young men for University. The oldest ‘grammar school’ in the United States is, of course, 

Boston Latin School, but Roxbury Latin School followed quickly, established in 1645. During the Revolutionary period, it was easy to discern 

which families remained Loyalists; Boston Latin closed during the war years, while Roxbury Latin remained open. 
 

Because Universities were very oriented to providing a ‘Classical” education, students would be immersed in the works of Ovid, Cicero, and 

Seneca as way to immerse themselves in political and social dialogue to ready them for college. Other lessons centered on Latin and math, 

preparing these young men to become the ministers, merchants, and politicians of their era. 
 

In this component, students have the opportunity to ‘learn’ about &/or try their hand at: 
{Select one-three of the activities listed} 
  

 * carding wool/designing shoe lasts * choosing between an apprenticeship & an indenture  *  

  * doing map comparisons (Boston to 1915) * discovering the language of fans * dancing * 

 * reciting Full Fathom Five & discussing its hidden meaning * reviewing a bit of Latin * 

 * sharing a few words from Shakespeare * performing a science experiment *  

   * sewing swatches/young women//designing shoes/young men * 

    * investigating Morse’s Geography * 
 

Essential Questions:  Can students make any connections between class distinctions in the 18
th
/19

th
 centuries and today? What political/economic 

distinctions remain the same or shift in the 21
st
 century? How are the roles of men & women defined? What were some of the differences between 

‘women’s training’ and men’s (think of the Shirley Sisters)? Why was an understanding of both geography and economics essential, and in what 

‘trades’ or businesses would that understanding be crucial? While some view Latin as irrelevant in today’s world, it was important in the 18
th
/19

th 

centuries. What made Latin an essential language, and to what
 
groups? What ‘language’ was essential for upper class women to master, and why? 

Why was the 18
th
 century known as “the Age of Enlightenment,” and how did it change world views regarding philosophy, science, and 

education?  What designation would you give in describing the 21
st
 century?  Give some feedback on why scientific experimentation was so vital 

in this era.   
 

Standards & Framework Connections: 
1 Gr. 5 thru 8-ART/ Standard 3: Observation/Expression 3.5: Create symbolic artwork substituting symbols for objects, relationships, or ideas 

2 Gr. 7-HIST/Standard 1: Compare information shown on modern & historical maps of the same region 

3 Gr. 7-LIT/Standards 4: Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text; MA.8.A: interpret a literary work by analyzing how the author  

   uses literary elements 

4 Gr 8-ARTS/Standard 12: Dance As Expression 3.8: Perform dances confidently, communicating the intention of the choreographer and the style of  

   the dance 

5 Gr 8-DANCE/Standard 2: Choreography: 2.8: Demonstrate compositional forms in short choreographed phrases 
6 Gr. 8-HIST/Standard 8: Interpret the past within its own historical context rather than in terms of present-day norms & values; ECON/Standard 20: Describe  

how the earnings of workers are affected by the market value of the product produced and worker skills 

7 Gr 9&10-ELA/Informational Texts: Craft & Structure 4: Determine the meaning(s) of words and phrases as they are used in a text; knowledge of vocabulary 

8 Gr 9&10-ELA/Standards for Literature: Integration of Knowledge & Ideas 9:  Analyze Shakespeare’s treatment of Ovid 

9 Gr. 9-12-SCI/Standard 6: Apply scientific reasoning, theory, & models to analyze impact of Enlightenment principles on science & engineering 

10 Gr. 9-12-ELA/Standard 3: Dance as Expression: 3.9: Formulate and answer questions about how ideas are communicated through dance 
 

See Below For More Program/ Program Component Ideas!  Remember: we like to mix things up! 

We encourage you to give us a call so that we can customize a program to meet your interests & needs. 

(Fees:  Please refer to the Fees link) 



Pastimes for Youth:                        These Pastimes serve as Activities that can ‘round-out’ or be paired with your other Component selections. 

Despite their many chores, by the end of the 18
th
 century, play was part of the daily experience of Colonial children (unless they were apprentices, 

servants, or slaves). Many of the games children today are familiar with—such as marbles, hop-scotch, and blind-man’s-bluff—were also played 

in the past. Some of those play-time offerings are available for you to integrate into educational programming and activities here at the Shirley-

Eustis House. A sampling is offered below: 
 

Cup & Ball:  This game tests a player’s eye-hand coordination as s/he attempts to swing a ball into the top of a ‘cup’ that sits atop a handle; it 

definitely challenges anyone attempting it! An ancient game, it had—by the early 1700s—become very fashionable.   

  
Graces:  Primarily a girl’s game, Graces (also known as French Hoops, a nod to its country of invention) is played with two 

sticks and a hoop. The goal is to ‘send’ the hoop to the opposite player, who must catch it using one or both of her sticks. 

Each time the hoop falls, a point is given; the first player to reach 20 points loses the game. It is interesting to note that the 

Graces reference those in Greek mythology, who bestowed beauty and grace upon young women; in the early-to-mid 1800s, 

the game was considered ‘proper’ exercise for young ladies. 
 

 Hoops:  Hoop rolling (alternately called “trundling a hoop”) is also an ancient game played by both girls and boys. In both the 

18
th
 and 19

th
 centuries, it is often included in illustrations of children’s games and activities, sometimes depicting teams 

playing against each other. Playing Hoops looks simple, but requires skill to keep the hoop rolling along using only a rolling 

stick or dowel to propel it.  

 

Nine-Pin:  Brought to what would become the United States by the Dutch in the 1600s, Nine-Pin is very similar to modern bowling. Nine pins are 

set-up in a diamond pattern, and players would roll ten (10) times; the player with the most pins down at that point won the game.  We play a 

somewhat shortened version, but it is still a challenge to win. 

 

 
Quoits:  Sources note that—while Quoits had its origin in Greece or Rome—by the 15

th
 century, the 

game was established as a recognized sport in England. Yet official rules for play were not documented 

until an article in the magazine The Field published them in the April 1881 edition. As the image to the 

left indicates, Quoits much-resembles the game of Graces.  Quoits can also be played like Horseshoes, 

and we offer both options here at SEH. 

 

 
 

Whirly-gigs: Known by many names (“Buzz-Saw;” “Button-on-a-string,” for example), these games have been played by cultures across the world.  

It has been made either by threading a piece of string through the eyes of a button or by centering an object at the middle of a cord. The goal is to 

wind the cord, alternately pulling and releasing it so that it makes a ‘buzzing’ sound. Another option is for players to pull the string back and forth 

so that the object/button will spin and rewind. 
 

Dancing & Music:  Always favorites here at SEH ~ from Colonial line dancing to Regency dances popular from 1790 to 1825, we offer a selection 

of opportunities to ‘groove’ to a whole new tune! 

(Fees:  Please refer to the Fees link) 


